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Abstrat. Several models ombining Bayesian networks with logi exist.

The two most developed models are Probabilisti Relational Models

(PRM's) and Bayesian Logi Programs (BLP's). While PRM's are easier

to understand, BLP's are more expressive. However, we argue that BLP's

do not always allow modeling problems intuitively. This motivates us

to introdue Logial Bayesian Networks (LBN's). We argue that LBN's

provide an expressive and intuitive modeling language due to expliitly

distinguishing deterministi and probabilisti information and having

multiple omponents. We briey disuss perspetives for learning LBN's

from data.

Keywords: probabilisti-logial models, Bayesian Logi Programs, Bayesian
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1 Introdution

In this paper we introdue Logial Bayesian Networks (LBN's), an instane of the

approah alled Knowledge Based Model Constrution [1℄. The idea is that, given

a desription of a spei� problem, a general (probabilisti-logial) knowledge

base an be used to generate a spei� model. For LBN's, this spei� model is

a Bayesian network [13℄.

Various models ombining Bayesian networks and logi

1

already exist (see the

overview by Kersting and De Raedt [11℄). The most developed and best known

models of this kind are Probabilisti Relational Models (PRM's) by Getoor et

al. [7℄ and Bayesian Logi Programs (BLP's) by Kersting and De Raedt [9, 10℄.

PRM's are easy to understand and o�er an intuitive way of modeling problems.

However, it has been shown in the literature that PRM's are less expressive than

other models ombining Bayesian networks and logi [16℄, inluding BLP's [9℄.

On the other hand, we will argue on the basis of an example that BLP's do not

always allow modeling problems intuitively. These observations are our motiva-

tion for introduing LBN's. With LBN's we want to ombine the intuitiveness of

PRM's with the expressiveness of BLP's. We do this by expliitly distinguishing

deterministi and probabilisti information and by having separate omponents

to determine di�erent elements (nodes, direted edges and onditional probabi-

lity distributions (CPD's)) of the Bayesian networks generated, like PRM's.

1

In this paper we use a broad interpretation of `logi' inluding e.g. also relational

formalisms.
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We proeed as follows. In Setion 2 we disuss BLP's, explain the motivation

for introduing LBN's and illustrate the basi priniples of LBN's. In Setion 3

we more formally de�ne LBN's. In Setion 4 we disuss perspetives for learning

LBN's from data. In Setion 5 we briey disuss related work. In Setion 6

we onlude. We assume familiarity with the basi onepts of Bayesian net-

works [13℄ and Logi Programming [12℄.

2 Motivation for Introduing Logial Bayesian Networks

Consider the following running example (it is based on the `shool'-example by

Getoor et al. [7℄).

There are students and ourses. We know whih students take whih

ourses. Eah student has an IQ and eah ourse is either interesting or

not. A student taking a ertain ourse, gets a grade for that ourse. Our

belief about the interestingness of a ourse is inuened by the sum of

the IQ's of all students taking the ourse. Our belief about a students'

grade for a ourse is inuened by the students' IQ.

Suppose that we have a spei� situation with ourses ai, lp and db, and

students je� (taking ai), pete (taking lp) and rik (also taking lp). We an now

use the general knowledge above to determine a Bayesian network modeling this

spei� situation. The struture of this Bayesian network is shown in Figure 1.

It ontains exatly the random variables we are interested in and enodes all the

onditional dependenies we know about.

iq(pete) iq(rik) iq(je�)

grade(pete,lp) grade(rik,lp) grade(je�,ai)

interesting(db) interesting(lp) interesting(ai)

Fig. 1. The struture of the Bayesian network for our running example.

In Setion 2.1 we argue, on the basis of the running example, that BLP's

do not always allow to model problems intuitively. This is our motivation for

introduing Logial Bayesian Networks in Setion 2.2.

2.1 Bayesian Logi Programs

First we briey explain the basis of BLP's [9, 10℄. A BLP essentially ompatly

spei�es a Bayesian network. The ore of a BLP is a set of Bayesian lauses. An
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example of a Bayesian lause is grade(S,C) | iq(S), takes(S,C). Prediates

used in BLP's are alled Bayesian prediates and, unlike ordinary logial predi-

ates, have an assoiated range (e.g. the prediate iq/1 has range N). Ground

atoms represent random variables (e.g. iq(jeff)). The random variables in the

Bayesian network are the ground atoms in the least Herbrand model LH of

the set of Bayesian lauses (treating these lauses as pure logial lauses). The

ground instanes of the Bayesian lauses (with respet to LH) enode the on-

ditional dependenies of the Bayesian network: V 2 LH depends on V

p

2 LH

i� V

p

is in the body of a ground instane with V in the head. Eah Bayesian

lause has an assoiated CPD quantifying the dependeny of the head on the

body. When there are multiple inuenes for the same V 2 LH (multiple ground

instanes of lauses with V in the head), a ombining rule is used to quantify

the ombined inuene.

We now model our running example with a BLP. The Bayesian prediates

(with their range) are student/1 ftrue,falseg, ourse/1 ftrue,falseg, takes/2

ftrue,falseg, iq/1 N, interesting/1 finteresting, uninterestingg and grade/2

f0,1, . . . , 20g. The information about the spei� situation onsidered, an only

be represented by the following Bayesian ground fats (these Bayesian fats eah

have an assoiated probability distribution (CPD), but we do not show this here).

student(pete). student(rik). student(jeff).

ourse(ai). ourse(lp). ourse(db).

takes(jeff,ai). takes(pete,lp). takes(rik,lp).

Adding these Bayesian fats to the BLP implies that student(pete),ourse(ai),

. . . will all be random variables in the Bayesian network determined by the BLP

(sine they are all in LH). To represent our general information about iq/1,

interesting/1 and grade/2, we need the following Bayesian lauses.

iq(S) | student(S).

interesting(C) | takes(S,C), iq(S).

interesting(C) | ourse(C).

grade(S,C) | iq(S), takes(S,C).

The �rst lause guarantees that there is a random variable iq(S) in the

Bayesian network for every student S. The seond lause expresses that \whether

a ourse is interesting depends on the IQ's of all students taking the ourse".

The third lause guarantees that there is a random variable interesting(C)

for every ourse C (even for a ourse that is not taken, suh as db). The fourth

lause expresses that \a students' grade for a ourse depends on the students'

IQ" (the atom takes(S,C) in the body is needed to guarantee that there only

is a random variable grade(S,C) if student S is taking ourse C).

There are some disadvantages about the way this BLP models the example.

First, although this BLP seems the most appropriate for our example, it

does not generate the Bayesian network that we wanted to obtain (see Fig-

ure 1). The Bayesian network for the above BLP ontains random variables

like student(jeff) and takes(jeff,ai). This is strange sine we wanted to
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model that we are ertain that student(jeff) and takes(jeff,ai) are true

and, more important, sine the same Bayesian network also ontains a ran-

dom variable grade(jeff,ai) that is only meaningful if student(jeff) and

takes(jeff,ai) are true (and not if they are false). In general, BLP's put de-

terministi, strutural knowledge (suh as takes(jeff,ai)) inside the Bayesian

networks, due to the fat that they do not have ordinary logial prediates to

express this kind of knowledge. Note that the Bayesian network that we wanted

to obtain (see Figure 1), does not ontain random variables like student(jeff)

or takes(jeff,ai).

Seond, the lauses in the above BLP are diÆult to interpret. We mean that

it is hard to reonstrut from this set of lauses the original desription of the run-

ning example. This is again beause probabilisti and deterministi, strutural in-

formation are mixed (suh as in the lause grade(S,C) | iq(S), takes(S,C))

and, also, beause some lauses onvey information about the dependenies in the

Bayesian network (e.g. interesting(C) | takes(S,C), iq(S)), some about

the random variables (e.g. iq(S) | student(S)) and some about both (e.g.

grade(S,C) | iq(S), takes(S,C)). Of ourse for larger, real-world problems,

interpreting BLP's only beomes harder.

2.2 Logial Bayesian Networks

The above observations motivated us to develop Logial Bayesian Networks

(LBN's). We start by explaining LBN's informally. A de�nition of LBN's is

given in Setion 3.

Like most related models, a LBN ontains general, probabilisti-logial know-

ledge. Given a desription of the domain of disourse for a spei� problem (e.g.

information about the ourses taken by students), a LBN generates a Bayesian

network.

Setion 2.1 illustrated the need to expliitly distinguish deterministi, stru-

tural information and probabilisti information (an idea that an be traed bak

to Ngo and Haddawy [14℄). To do so, LBN's use two disjunt sets of prediates:

the set of logial prediates and the set of probabilisti prediates. Logial predi-

ates are used to speify the domain of disourse for a spei� problem. This is

supposed to be deterministi information and an be spei�ed as a normal logi

program [12℄ P

l

for the logial prediates. Probabilisti prediates in LBN's, like

prediates in BLP's, have an assoiated range and are used to represent ran-

dom variables (a random variable is a ground atom built from a probabilisti

prediate and has a range equal to the range of that prediate).

To get an intuitive modeling language, we believe it is also important that

LBN's, following PRM's, have separate omponents to determine di�erent ele-

ments of the Bayesian networks generated. As illustrated in Figure 2, a LBN

onsist of three omponents: V determines the random variables, DE deter-

mines the onditional dependenies (more preisely, the direted edges) and DI

determines the onditional probability distributions.

We now show how our running example an be modeled with a LBN. For

now, we are mainly interested in qualitative probabilisti knowledge. Hene, we
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(general knowledge) (spei� problem) (spei� model)

LBN

V DE DI

P

l

Bayesian network

=

+

�

�

�

�

�

P

P

P

P

P

Fig. 2. Together a LBN (ontaining general knowledge) and a normal logi program

P

l

(desribing a spei� problem) determine a Bayesian network.

delay the disussion of the omponent DI (ontaining quantitative probabilisti

knowledge) to Setion 3.

We need the logial prediates student/1, ourse/1 and takes/2. The pro-

babilisti prediates (with their range) are iq/1 N, interesting/1 finteresting,

uninterestingg and grade/2 f0,1, . . . , 20g. The logi program P

l

desribing the

spei� problem is the following.

student(pete). student(rik). student(jeff).

ourse(ai). ourse(lp). ourse(db).

takes(jeff,ai). takes(pete,lp). takes(rik,lp).

Here P

l

is very simple and onsists of ground fats only. In general, P

l

an be any

logi program for the logial prediates. The omponent V ontains the following

lauses.

iq(S) <= student(S).

interesting(C) <= ourse(C).

grade(S,C) <= takes(S,C).

V determines the random variables in the Bayesian network that is generated for

P

l

. For instane, the lause iq(S) <= student(S) states that \for every student

S, there is a random variable iq(S) in the Bayesian network". The omponent

DE ontains the following lauses.

interesting(C) | iq(S) <- takes(S,C).

grade(S,C) | iq(S).

DE determines the onditional dependenies in the Bayesian network. The �rst

lause states that \whether a ourse is interesting depends on the IQ of a student,

if the student takes that ourse". The seond lause states that \the grade of a

student for a ourse depends on the students' IQ".

The Bayesian network generated by the above LBN for this P

l

has the stru-

ture shown in Figure 1 (i.e. the struture that we wanted to obtain for our

running example).

The above LBN seems to be a more intuitive model of our running example

than the BLP of Setion 2.1. As desired, the Bayesian network generated by the

LBN does not ontain random variables like student(jeff). Also, the lauses in

the LBN are easy to interpret and there is a lose orrespondene between these

lauses and the original problem desription. The relationship of the lauses in
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the BLP with the original desription is a lot more obsure. We observed this

also in other appliations.

An additional advantage of LBN's is that they have non-monotoni negation

(for logial prediates). This is useful for speifying the set of random variables.

Suppose that we want grade(S,C) to be a random variable only if student S

takes ourse C and S is not absent from the exam of C. We an simply write

the lause grade(S,C) <= takes(S,C), not(absent(S,C)) in V . This has no

diret ounterpart in BLP's as there absent(S,C) is a Bayesian atom that annot

be negated.

Finally, note as a side-remark that a Bayesian network generated by a LBN

an of ourse be used for answering probabilisti queries about random variables

in the network. In a similar vein as for BLP's, the support network (i.e. the

subnetwork of the entire network that is suÆient to answer the query) an

be determined based on the lauses in V and DE . For details we refer to the

disussion for BLP's by Kersting and De Raedt [9℄.

3 De�ning Logial Bayesian Networks

We de�ne a LBN as a tuple (�

l

; �

p

;V ;DE ;DI), where �

l

is the set of logial

prediates and �

p

is the set of probabilisti prediates (having an assoiated

range)

2

. The semantis of a LBN is that it generates a Bayesian network when

supplied with a normal logi program P

l

de�ning the prediates in �

l

. As ex-

plained in Setion 2.2, P

l

desribes the domain of disourse for a spei� prob-

lem. We use the well-founded semantis [18℄: every normal logi program P

l

has

a unique well-founded model WFM(P

l

).

In Setion 3.1 we de�ne the syntax and semantis of the omponents V , DE

and DI , ignoring onsisteny issues (i.e. onditions that have to be satis�ed

for the generated Bayesian network to be well-de�ned). We disuss onsisteny

separately in Setion 3.2.

3.1 De�ning the Components V, DE and DI

We simply all an atom built from a probabilisti prediate a probabilisti atom.

Similarly we talk about logial atoms and logial literals. Remember that a ran-

dom variable is represented as a ground probabilisti atom. We use range(V ) to

denote the range of a probabilisti atom V and pred(V ) to denote the prediate

that V is built from. To simplify notation, we use the LBN and P

l

in question

as impliit arguments of the de�nitions.

The Random Variables: V

2

A LBN also uses a set of funtor symbols and onstants, but this is left impliit in

the de�nitions as this is standard in Logi Programming [12℄.
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De�nition 1 (V). V is a set of range-restrited lauses of the form pAtom <=

lit

1

; :::; lit

n

: where n � 0, pAtom is a probabilisti atom and lit

1

, ..., lit

n

are

logial literals (we all pAtom the head of the lause and lit

1

; :::; lit

n

the body

of the lause).

A lause is range-restrited i� all free variables that our in the head also

our in a positive literal in the body. As for the semantis, V determines the

set of random variables RV in the Bayesian network generated for a given P

l

.

De�nition 2 (RV ). The set of random variables, RV , is the set of all ground

probabilisti atoms that are true in WFM(P

l

[ V), where the lauses in V are

interpreted as standard logi program lauses.

For our running example, RV is the set fiq(jeff), iq(pete), iq(rik),

interesting(ai), interesting(lp), interesting(db), grade(jeff,ai),

grade(pete,lp), grade(rik,lp)g.

The Direted Edges: DE

De�nition 3 (DE). DE is a set of lauses of the form pAtom j pAtom

1

; :::;

pAtom

n

<- lit

1

; :::; lit

m

: where n;m � 0, pAtom, pAtom

1

, ..., pAtom

n

are

probabilisti atoms and lit

1

, . . . , lit

m

are logial literals (we all pAtom the

head, pAtom

1

; :::; pAtom

n

the body and lit

1

; :::; lit

m

the ontext of the lause).

If the ontext of a lause is empty, we write the lause as pAtom j pAtom

1

; :::;

pAtom

n

. As for the semantis, DE de�nes the onditional dependenies (more

preisely, the direted edges) of the Bayesian network generated for a given P

l

.

We an exploit the ontext to ensure that the network ontains only onditional

dependenies relevant for the spei� problem at hand.

De�nition 4 (Edges). The set of direted edges, Edges, is f(V

p

; V ) j 9 a

ground instane V j body <- ontext of a lause in DE suh that V

p

2 body

and ontext is true in WFM(P

l

) and V; V

p

2 RV g.

Together RV and Edges onstitute the struture of a Bayesian network (a

direted graph). This direted graph has a node for eah R 2 RV and an edge

from V

p

to V for eah (V

p

; V ) 2 Edges. For our running example, this dire-

ted graph is shown in Figure 1 (Setion 2). Below, we need the well-known

notion of parents of a node in a direted graph. We use Nb(V ) to denote the

number of parents of V 2 RV . We assume that we have an (arbitrary) or-

der

3

on the parents of a node and use Parent

i

(V ) to denote the i-th parent

of V 2 RV . For our running example, Parent

1

(interesting(lp)) is iq(pete)

and Parent

2

(interesting(lp)) is iq(rik).

3

Here we use the alphabetial order, onsidering atoms as strings.
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The Conditional Probability Distributions (CPD's): DI To omplete

the generated Bayesian network, we need a CPD for eah random variable

V 2 RV . Suh a CPD is a funtion mapping any tuple in range(Parent

1

(V ))�

:::� range(Parent

Nb(V )

(V )) to a probability distribution on range(V ). For in-

stane, a possible CPD for the random variable interesting(lp) is the following

funtion

4

.

If iq(pete) + iq(rik) > 1000 then 0:7=0:3 else 0:5=0:5 .

However, we annot de�ne all CPD's individually, be it only that the set of ran-

dom variables depends on the spei� problem instane P

l

. We need a mehanism

to de�ne a set of CPD's at one. To this end we de�ne a logial CPD for eah

probabilisti prediate.

De�nition 5 (Logial CPD). A logial CPD for a probabilisti prediate p is

a funtion mapping any set of pairs (V ar; V al) to a probability distribution on

the range of p, where V ar is a ground probabilisti atom built from a prediate

ouring in the body of a lause in DE with p in the head and V al 2 range(V ar).

An example of a logial CPD for interesting/1 is the following funtion

(IN stands for the input of the funtion, a set of pairs aording to De�nition 5).

If

P

(iq(S);V al)2IN

V al > 1000 then 0:7=0:3 else 0:5=0:5 .

As will beome lear below, this should be read as: \if the sum of the IQ's of all

students taking a ertain ourse is greater than 1000, there is a probability of

0:7=0:3 that the ourse is interesting/uninteresting, otherwise this is 0:5=0:5".

Logial CPD's in LBN's essentially have the same funtion as ombining

rules [9℄ in BLP's. Logial CPD's an be spei�ed in various ways, for instane

in Prolog or by logial deision trees

5

suh as used by the tilde-system [3℄.

Beause of spae restritions we do not elaborate this further and express logial

CPD's using a kind of pseudo-ode as above.

DI is now simply de�ned as follows.

De�nition 6 (DI). DI is a set ontaining, for eah probabilisti prediate p 2

�

p

, one logial CPD for p.

We use LCPD

p

to denote the logial CPD for p in DI . It an be used to

determine the CPD for any random variable V 2 RV for whih pred(V ) is p.

De�nition 7 (CPD(V )). The CPD, CPD(V ), for a ground probabilisti atom

V 2 RV is the funtion mapping any (V al

1

; :::; V al

Nb(V )

) 2 range(Parent

1

(V ))�

:::� range(Parent

Nb(V )

(V )) to the probability distribution obtained by applying

LCPD

pred(V )

to the set f(Parent

1

(V ); V al

1

); :::; (Parent

Nb(V )

(V ); V al

Nb(V )

)g.

4

Remember that the range of interesting/1 is finteresting, uninterestingg.

5

Friedman et al. [6℄ show how to represent ordinary CPD's as deision trees. By

upgrading this approah to �rst order logi, we ould represent logial CPD's as

logial deision trees. In the ase of the above logial CPD for interesting/1, we

have to use an extension of logial deision trees with aggregates [20℄.
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The CPD for interesting(lp) is a funtion of iq(pete) and iq(rik).

Suppose, for instane, that we want to determine the probability distribution spe-

i�ed by this CPD when iq(pete) is 100 and iq(rik) is 120. By applying the

logial CPD for interesting/1 to the set f(iq(pete),100), (iq(rik),120)gwe

get as a result 0:5=0:5. Like this we an obtain the entire CPD for interesting(lp).

This is the following funtion.

If iq(pete) + iq(rik) > 1000 then 0:7=0:3 else 0:5=0:5 .

3.2 The Generated Bayesian Network

Some onditions have to be satis�ed in order for a LBN to generate a well-de�ned

Bayesian network (i.e. a Bayesian network that spei�es a unique probability

measure), given P

l

.

Proposition 1. If the set of random variables RV is non-empty, the direted

graph de�ned by RV and Edges is ayli and all random variables have a �nite

number of anestors in this direted graph, then the Bayesian network determined

by RV , Edges and CPD(V ) for eah V 2 RV , is well-de�ned.

4 Perspetives for Learning LBN's

The main aim of this paper is to introdue LBN's as a model for knowledge repre-

sentation. Future work inludes developing algorithms for learning LBN's from

data. Here we already disuss a high-level strategy. Following the approah for

BLP's [10℄, we use onepts from learning Bayesian networks [13℄ and Indutive

Logi Programming (ILP) [5℄.

A LBN an be learned from a set of data ases eah onsisting of a nor-

mal logi program P

l

and a set of assignments of values to random variables. In

pratie, V will often be known in advane (when learning from a relational data-

base, for instane, V orresponds to the relational shema). Otherwise, V an be

learned using traditional, non-probabilisti ILP-algorithms (e.g. laudien [10℄).

Learning DI is nested inside learning DE as follows. When DE is known, the

logial CPD's in DI an be learned in a number of ways, for instane using a

logial deision tree learner (e.g. tilde [3℄). To learn the lauses in DE , we an

perform loal searh using re�nement operators [5℄ to �nd a set of lauses with

a high sore (e.g. likelihood [13℄). To ompute suh a sore, the optimal logial

CPD's (i.e. DI) for this set of lauses DE will typially have to be learned.

An algorithm for learning BLP's has been desribed by Kersting and De

Raedt [10℄. LBN's have some advantages over BLP's with respet to learnabi-

lity due to the di�erenes in representation, although it is future work to verify

this empirially. First, in LBN's, V and DE an be learned separately using re-

spetively traditional, non-probabilisti ILP-tehniques and probabilisti teh-

niques (if V needs to be learned at all). In BLP's this distintion annot be

made sine the information from V and DE is ontained in a single omponent.

Seond, LBN's expliit distintion between probabilisti and logial prediates
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an also failitate learning. Knowledge about whether a prediate is probabilisti

or logial an be used as language bias reduing the hypothesis spae, both for

learning the logial CPD's in DI and for learning the lauses in DE . In addition,

features suh as determinay an often be spei�ed as bias for logial prediates,

whih is usually more diÆult for probabilisti prediates. Note that, aording

to personal ommuniation with Kristian Kersting, the implementation of BLP's

distinguishes probabilisti and logial prediates. This is not desribed in the li-

terature about BLP's suÆiently to know how this works. Hene, we annot

disuss this further.

5 Related Work

A variety of models ombining logi and probabilities exists (see the overview by

Kersting and De Raedt [11℄). Below, we very briey mention the most important

models and disuss some relations with LBN's. A more detailed study of this

matter is future work.

On the one hand are models adding probabilities to Logi Programming [12℄,

like Independent Choie Logi by Poole [15℄, PRISM by Sato and Kameya [17℄,

Logi Programs with Annotated Disjuntions by Vennekens et al. [19℄ and Sto-

hasti Logi Programs by Muggleton and Cussens [4℄. On the other hand are

models ombining Bayesian networks with logi. Models of this kind have a

stronger relationship to LBN's. The most important of these models are BLP's,

PRM's and Probabilisti Logi Programs (PLP's) by Ngo and Haddawy [14℄.

Some others are CLP(BN ) by Santos Costa et al. [16℄ and Relational Bayesian

Networks by Jaeger [8℄.

LBN's are strongly related to PRM's in that there is a lear orrespondene

in funtionality between the omponents of a LBN and that of a PRM: V orres-

ponds to the relational shema, DE to the dependeny struture, DI to the

CPD's and aggregates for the dependeny struture and P

l

to the relational

skeleton (for an explanation of these terms, we refer to Getoor et al. [7℄). This

guarantees that it is as simple to model problems with LBN's as with PRM's.

Moreover, as most other probabilisti-logial models [9, 16℄, LBN's are more

expressive than PRM's. For instane, Blokeel and Bruynooghe [2℄ show that

PRM's annot model ertain dependenies. Also, PRM's do not have funtor

symbols (useful to model temporal proesses, for instane).

LBN's are also strongly related to PLP's (also known as Context-Sensitive

Probabilisti Knowledge Bases). PLP's also distinguish deterministi informa-

tion and probabilisti information. However, LBN's have a number of advantages

over PLP's, whih are mainly the same as the advantages of BLP's over PLP's

stated by Kersting and De Raedt [9℄: the ability to handle ontinuous variables,

the separation of qualitative and quantitative information and the loser link to

ordinary Bayesian networks.
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6 Conlusions

We introdued a new probabilisti-logial model alled Logial Bayesian Net-

works. LBN's are strongly related to other models ombining Bayesian networks

and logi, most prominently BLP's. LBN's expliitly distinguish probabilisti

and deterministi information and have separate omponents to determine dif-

ferent elements of the Bayesian networks generated. We argued that, as a on-

sequene, LBN's are often more intuitive than BLP's.

Some extensions of LBN's (not disussed due to spae restritions) are the

inorporation of logial bakground knowledge and a more strutured represen-

tation of logial CPD's. A lot of future work remains. This inludes implementing

and testing a omplete learning algorithm for LBN's and investigating in detail

the relations of LBN's with other probabilisti-logial models, with respet to

both knowledge representation and learning.
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